Welcome to the class!

The required texts are:

- Laura E. Cunningham & Noel B. Cunningham, the Logic of Subchapter K (6th ed. West Academic Publishing 2020); and
  - Note the 2023 edition of the Lathrope book is required. Although dated 2023, it is to be released by the publisher shortly (the initial schedule was for a July 29, 2022, release, although West’s website now puts the release date at Aug. 10). Other versions will not prove suitable.
  - The above-referenced 12-day day in publication of the Lathrope book is not a problem. It won’t be a big deal if you cannot get it until after classes begin.
  - This Lathrope book apparently is bundled by the publisher for sale exclusively with a “Motro Tax Map”, which your instructor has never actually seen and will not reference. The ISBN for the bundle is: 9781685614386.
  - The Lathrope book is available in both paper and eBook formats. Students may select either.

The assignment for the first class is available on the course Canvas site, which is scheduled to be released on or about Aug. 7. The Canvas site is available at: https://courses.missouri.edu. The assignment for the first class will be posted in a module named, “Module 1 (Fall 2022)--Overall Structure and Basics of Capital Accounting--Chapters 1 through 4”, at a link in that module named, “Reading, etc., Assignments--Module 1 - F 2022”.